Abstract. Let n ≥ 4 be an even integer. Let K be a field with char K = 2 and q an invertible element in K such that Q n−1 i=1 (1+q i ) = 0. In this paper, we study the decomposition numbers over K of the Iwahori-Hecke algebra Hq(Dn) of type Dn. We obtain some equalities which relate its decomposition numbers with certain Schur elements and the decomposition numbers of various Iwahori-Hecke algebras of type A with the same parameter q. When char K = 0, this completely determine all of its decomposition numbers. The main tools we used are the Morita equivalence theorem established in [19] and certain twining character formulae of Weyl modules over a tensor product of two q-Schur algebras.
Introduction
Let n be a natural number. Let K be a field and q, Q two invertible elements in K. Let W n be the Weyl group of type A n−1 or of type B n . Let H(W n ) be the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of W n with parameter q if W n = W (A n−1 ); or with parameters q, Q if W n = W (B n ). The modular representation theory of H(W n ) has been well studied in the papers [3] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [13] and [32] . In fact, most of the results of the modular representation theory of these algebras have been generalized to a more general class of algebras-the cyclotomic Hecke algebras of type G(r, 1, n), where r ∈ N. The latter was now fairly well understood by the work of [1] , [2] , [4] , [12] and [14] .
This paper is concerned with the Iwahori-Hecke algebra H q (D n ) of type D n . By definition, H q (D n ) is the associative unital K-algebra with generators T u , T 1 , · · · , T n−1 subject to the following relations (T u + 1)(T u − q) = 0,
T u T i = T i T u , for 2 < i < n.
The algebra H q (D n ) can be embedded into a Hecke algebra H q (B n ) of type B n with parameters {q, 1} as a "normal" subalgebra. Namely, let H q (B n ) be the associative unital K-algebra with generators T 0 , T 1 , · · · , T n−1 subject to the following relations (T 0 + 1)(T 0 − 1) = 0,
Then the map ι which sends T u to T 0 T 1 T 0 , and T i to T i (for each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) can be uniquely extended to an injection of K-algebras. Throughout this paper, we shall always identify H q (D n ) with the subalgebra ι(H q (D n )) using this embedding ι. Henceforth, we shall assume that the characteristic of the field K (denoted by char K) is not equal 2. In this case, if q is not a root of unity, then H q (D n ) is semisimple. Since we are only interested in the modular (i.e., non-semisimple) case, we shall also assume that q is a root of unity in K. Let e be the smallest positive integer such that 1 + q + q 2 + · · · + q e−1 = 0. If q = 1, then e = char K. The modular representation theory of H q (D n ) over K was studied in a number of papers [16] , [19] , [20] , [22] , [28] , [33] . The algebra H q (D n ) is a special case of a more general class of algebrathe cyclotomic Hecke algebras of type G(r, p, n). The latter was studied in [21] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] and [27] . The papers [19] , [20] and [33] studied the restriction to H q (D n ) of simple H q (B n )-modules using the combinatorics of Kleshchev bipartitions; while the papers [16] and [28] studied the simple H q (D n )-modules with the aim of constructing the so-called "canonical basic set". In both approaches, simple H q (D n )-modules have been classified but using different parameterizations.
One of the major open problems in the modular representation theory of Hecke algebras is the determination of their decomposition numbers. In the case of type A and type B (or more generally, of type G(r, 1, n)), thanks to the work of [1] and [30] , the decomposition numbers can be computed by the evaluation at 1 of some alternating sum of certain parabolic affine Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials when char K = 0 and q = 1. It is natural to ask what will happen in the type D case. In [33] , it was proved that if n is odd and f n (q) := n−1 i=1 (1 + q i ) = 0 in K, then
H q (S (a,n−a) ), where S (a,n−a) := S {1,··· ,a} × S {a+1,··· ,n} is the parabolic subgroup of the symmetric group S n on {1, 2, · · · , n}, H q (S (a,n−a) ) is the parabolic subalgebra of H q (S n ) corresponding to S (a,n−a) . In this case, if S λ and D µ denote the dual Specht module and simple module of H q (B n ) labelled by the bipartition λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) and the e-restricted bipartition µ = (µ (1) , µ (2) ) respectively, then we have the following equality of decomposition numbers:
S λ ↓ Hq(Dn) : D µ ↓ Hq(Dn) = S λ (1) : D µ (1) S λ (2) : D µ (2) , where S λ (1) , D µ (1) (resp., S λ (2) , D µ (2) ) denote the dual Specht module and simple module of H q (S a ) (resp., of H q (S {a+1,··· ,n} )). Hence computing the decomposition numbers of H q (D n ) can be reduced to computing the decomposition numbers of H q (S (a,n−a) ) where (n + 1)/2 ≤ a ≤ n.
In [19] , it was proved that if n is even and f n (q) = 0 in K, then
where A(n/2) is the K-subalgebra of H q (S n ) generated by H q (S (n/2,n/2) ) and an invertible element h(n/2) ∈ H q (S n ) (see [19, Definition 1.5] for definition of h(n/2)). Therefore, in this case, computing the decomposition numbers of H q (D n ) can be reduced to computing the decomposition numbers of H q (S (a,n−a) ) where n/2 + 1 ≤ a ≤ n and the decomposition numbers of the algebra A(n/2).
The purpose of this article is to determine the decomposition numbers for the algebra A(n/2). The main results of this paper provide some explicit formulae which determine these decomposition numbers of H q (D n ) in terms of the decomposition numbers of H q (S n/2 ) and certain Schur elements, see Theorem 2.5, Lemma 2.7 (where it is only assumed char K = 2), Theorem 2.8 (in the case where char K = 0) and Theorem 2.9. Note that these results are also valid in the case where q = 1.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall first recall some known results about the modular representation theory of the Hecke algebra of type D n when n is even in the separated case. Then we shall state our main theorems. In Section 3 we lift the construction of the algebra A(n/2) to the level of q-Schur algebras and introduce a certain covering A(n/2) of A(n/2). Using Schur functor, we transfer the original problem of computing the decomposition numbers of A(n/2) to the corresponding problem for A(n/2). In Section 4, we explicitly compute the Laurent polynomial f λ (v) introduced in [19, Lemma 3.2] in terms of the Schur elements of the Hecke algebra H q (B n ) and H q (S n/2 ). In Section 5, by computing the twining character formula of some Weyl modules of a tensor product of two q-Schur algebras, we determine our desired decomposition numbers when K is of characteristic 0. When K is of odd characteristic, our results only give some equalities about these decomposition numbers modulo char K.
Preliminaries
From now on until the end of this paper, we assume that n = 2m ≥ 4 is an even integer, and
We shall refer (2.1) as separation condition and say that we are in the separated case. Let k be a positive integer. A sequence of nonnegative integers λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · ) is said to be a composition of
If λ is a composition of k, then we write |λ| = k. A bipartition of n is an ordered pair λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) of partitions such that λ (1) is a partition of a and λ (2) is a partition of n − a for some integer a with 0 ≤ a ≤ n. In this case, we say that λ is an a-bipartition of n and we also write λ ⊢ n.
A partition λ is said to be e-restricted if 0 ≤ λ i − λ i+1 < e for all i. We say that a bipartition λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) is e-restricted if both λ (1) and λ (2) are e-restricted. Recall that for each bipartition λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) of n, there is a dual Specht module
is semisimple, then the set S λ λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) ⊢ n forms a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic simple H q (B n )-modules. In general, if λ is e-restricted, then S λ has a unique simple H q (B n )-head D λ , and the set
forms a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic simple H q (B n )-modules. Let v be an indeterminate over Z. (2) , then it was proved in [19, Theorem 3.5] that there exist some Laurent polynomials
2 . Since char K = 2, we actually have two choices for such g λ (v).
Henceforth, for each bipartition
we fix one choice of such g λ (v), and we denote it by f λ (v). Then another choice would be − f λ (v). Once this is done, we can canonically define two [21, Theorem 4.6] ). Let P n denote the set of bipartitions of n. For any λ, µ ∈ P n , we define λ ∼ µ if λ (1) = µ (2) and λ (2) = µ (1) . Let τ be the K-algebra automorphism of H q (B n ) which is defined on generators by τ (T 1 ) = T 0 T 1 T 0 , τ (T i ) = T i , for any i = 1. Let σ be the K-algebra automorphism of H q (B n ) which is 1 Our S λ in this paper was denoted by e S λ in [19] .
defined on generators by σ(
and σ ↓ Hq(Dn) = Id. With our assumption (2.1) in mind, by [21, Corollary 3.7] , for each λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) ∈ P n ,
, where λ := (λ (2) , λ (1) ).
Note that the inequality (2.1) is only a part of the conditions for the semisimplicity of H q (D n ). The following result depends heavily on our assumption (2.1).
In general, if µ ⊢ n is e-restricted and µ (1) = µ (2) , then D µ ↓ Hq(Dn) remains irreducible and it is the unique simple
forms a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic simple H q (D n )-modules.
Therefore, we can regard the following set
, and β is a partition of m as the set of dual Specht modules for H q (D n ) in the separated case.
We collect together some facts in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3. ( [19] , [21] ) Let β be a partition of m and α be an e-restricted partition of m. Let λ be a bipartition of n and µ be an e-restricted bipartition of n. Then we have
Note that except for (2.3.5), all the claims in the above lemma depend on the validity of our assumption (2.1).
Recall the Morita equivalence (1.1) proved in [19] . Let F be the resulting functor from the category of finite dimensional H q (D n )-modules to the category of finite dimensional modules over A(m) ⊕ n a=m+1 H q (S (a,n−a) ). For any λ, µ ∈ P n with µ being e-restricted, we define
For each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, we define s i = (i, i + 1). Then {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s m−1 } is the set of all the simple reflections in S m . A word w = s i 1 · · · s i k for w ∈ S m is a reduced expression if k is minimal; in this case we say that w has length k and we write ℓ(w) = k. Given a reduced expression
. Let β be a partition of m. Let S β be the Young subgroup of S m corresponding to β. We set
Let t β (resp., t β ) be the standard β-tableau in which the numbers 1, 2, · · · , m appear in order along successive rows (resp., columns). Let w β ∈ S m be such that t β w β = t β . If α is an e-restricted partition of m, then we have the following direct sum decompositions of A(m)-modules:
where
and z ′ β := y β ′ T w β ′ x β , β ′ is the conjugate partition of β, z ′ β is the similarly defined generator for the dual Specht module S β of H q (S (m+1,··· ,n) ), z ′ α and z ′ α are the canonical images of z ′ α and z ′ α in D α and D α respectively. Note that by [8, Theorem 3.5] and [32, (5.2) , (5.3)], the right ideal of H q (S m ) generated by z ′ β is isomorphic to the dual Specht module S β , and the dual Specht module S β is also isomorphic to the right ideal of
Here "#" denotes the K-algebra automorphism of H q (S n ) which is defined on generators by T for each integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1. We take this chance to point out that the definition of S(λ) ± and D(µ) ± given in [19, p. 428, lines 25, 26] are not correct (although this does not affect any other results in [19] ). The correct definition should be as what we have given above. By direct verification, we see that
and for any λ, µ ∈ P n with µ being e-restricted,
The following lemma is a direct consequence of this Morita equivalence.
Lemma 2.4. Let λ be a bipartition of n and µ an e-restricted bipartition of n. Let β be a partition of m and α an e-restricted partition of m. Then we have 
Proof. Using the functor F , it is easy to see that the first equality in (2. 
It remains to determine the decomposition numbers
Lemma 2.7. Let β be a partition of m and α an e-restricted partition of m. Then we have
Proof. The first two equalities follow from (2.3.4), while the last equality follows from (2.6) and (2.3.4) and the fact that
Therefore, it suffices to determine the decomposition number S
for each partition β of m and each e-restricted partition α of m. Note that these decomposition numbers are the 2-splittable decomposition numbers in the sense of [26] .
The purpose of this article is to give an explicit formula for these decomposition numbers. We shall relate these decomposition numbers with the decomposition numbers of the Hecke algebra H q (S m ) and certain Schur elements of H q (B n ) and of H q (S m ). The main results of this paper are the following two theorems: 
In particular, if char K = 0, then the above equality completely determines the decomposition number.
Note that a priori we do not even know why the righthand side term in the above equality should be an element in the prime subfield of K. Note also that we allow q = 1 in the above theorem. The Laurent polynomials f (β,β) (v), f (α,α) (v) appeared in the above theorem can be computed explicitly by the next theorem. Theorem 2.9. Let λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) be an arbitrary bipartition of n. Then we have
,
is the Schur element corresponding to λ (resp., corresponding to λ (1) , λ (2) ), andṽ is another indeterminate over Z.
Note that these Schur elements are some explicit defined Laurent polynomials on v,ṽ. For example, if λ is a partition, then
where h λ i,j = λ i + λ ′ j − i − j + 1 (the (i, j)th hook length), w λ ′ ,0 is the unique longest element in S λ ′ , λ ′ denotes the conjugate partition of λ, and for each integer k,
We refer the reader to [31] for the explicit definitions of Schur elements corresponding to arbitrary multi-partitions.
. If e = 3, then α is e-restricted and the assumption (2.1) is satisfied. In this case, let q be a primitive 3th root of unity in C.
Applying Theorem 2.9 and the known formulae for Schur elements, we get that
Applying Theorem 2.8, we get that 
Lifting to q-Schur algebras
For each integer i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1} \ {m}, we define
Let be the group automorphism of S (m,m) := S m × S {m+1,··· ,n} which is defined on generators by s i = s b i for each integer i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1} \ {m}. We use the same notation to denote the algebra automorphism of the Hecke algebra H q (S (m,m) ) = H q (S m ) ⊗ H q (S {m+1,··· ,n} ) which is defined on generators by
For each partition λ of n, we set
where S λ is the Young subgroup of S n corresponding to λ. We use Λ(n) to denote the set of compositions λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · , λ n ) of n into n parts (each part λ i being nonnegative). Let Λ + (n) be the set of partitions in Λ(n). Following Dipper and James [10] , [11] , we define the q-Schur algebra S q (n) to be
In a similar way, we define the q-Schur algebras S q (m), S q (m) by using the Hecke algebras H q (S m ), H q (S {m+1,··· ,n} ) respectively. Note that to define the q-Schur algebra S q (m), one needs to use the element x λ for λ ∈ Λ(m).
For any λ, µ ∈ Λ(n), let D λ,µ be the set of distinguished S λ -S µ -double coset representatives in S n . Following [11] , for each d ∈ D λ,µ , we define
By [11, Theorem 1.4] , the elements in the set
form a K-basis of S q (n) which shall be called standard bases in this paper.
For any λ, µ ∈ Λ(n), by [11, (2. 3)],
we can identify H q (S n ) with the non-unital K-subalgebra φ 1 ωn,ωn S q (n)φ 1 ωn,ωn of S q (n). We use ι n to denote the resulting injection from H q (S n ) into S q (n).
In a similar way, we can identify H q (S m ) with the non-unital K-subalgebra φ 1 ωm,ωm S q (m)φ 1 ωm,ωm via an injective map ι m , and H q (S {m+1,··· ,n} ) with the non-unital K-subalgebra φ 1 ωm,ωm S q (m) φ 1 ωm,ωm via an injective map ι m . Note that here in order not to confuse with the standard basis elements of S q (m), we denote the standard basis element of S q (m) by φ d λ,µ . Let ρ denote the natural injective map from H q (S m ) ⊗ H q (S {m+1,··· ,n} ) into H q (S n ). We are going to lift this map to an injection ρ from S q (m) ⊗ S q (m) into S q (n). Let D (m,m) be the set of distinguished right coset representatives of S (m,m) in S n . Any element h ∈ H q (S n ) can be written uniquely as
where A d w 1 ,w 2 ∈ K for each w 1 , w 2 , d. For any f ∈ S q (m), g ∈ S q (m), we define ρ(f ⊗ g) ∈ S q (n) as follows: for any µ ∈ Λ(n), and any h ∈ H q (S n ) which is given by (3.1), if µ = (µ (1) , µ (2) ), where µ (1) ∈ Λ(m), then we set
otherwise, we set ρ(f ⊗ g) x µ h := 0.
Lemma 3.2. With the notations as above, we have that
Proof. This is clear by using the fact that
Lemma 3.3. We have the following commutative diagram of algebra maps:
Moreover, ρ(φ 1 ωm,ωm ⊗ φ 1 ωm,ωm ) = φ 1 ωn,ωn and ρ is an injection. Proof. This follows from direct verification.
Note that the unit element of S q (m) ⊗ S q (m), i.e.,
is not mapped by ρ to the unit element of S q (n). Henceforth, we identify S q (m) ⊗ S q (m) with a non-unital K-subalgebra of S q (n) via the injection ρ. Recall that ([19, Remark 2.4]) the algebra A(m) was generated by T 1 , · · · , T m−1 , T m+1 , · · · , T n−1 , h(m) and satisfy the following relations
where z m,m is a central element in the Hecke algebra H q (S (m,m) ) (see [9] ). We are going to lift the elements h(m), z m,m to the corresponding q-Schur algebras.
Lemma 3.4. Let z be an element in the center of H q (S n ). We define Z ∈ S q (n) by
Then Z lies in the center of S q (n).
Proof. The condition that z is central in H q (S n ) implies that the abovedefined map Z is indeed a right H q (S n )-homomorphism. Hence Z ∈ S q (n) 
for any λ ∈ Λ(n), h ∈ H q (S n ). The claim that Z m,m lies in the center of S q (m) ⊗ S q (m) also follows from direct verification.
Note that Z m,m is invertible in S q (m) ⊗ S q (m) does not mean that Z m,m is invertible in S q (n). The point is that the unit element of S q (n) is not the same as the unit element of S q (m) ⊗ S q (m). By the same reason, we know that H(m) is not an invertible element in S q (n).
We identify H q (S (m,m) ) with a subalgebra of S q (m) ⊗ S q (m) via the injection ι m ⊗ ι m . For any λ, µ ∈ Λ(m), let D λ,µ be the set of distinguished S λ -S µ -double coset representatives in S m . For any d ∈ D λ,µ , it is easy to see that d is a distinguished S λ -S µ -double coset representative in S {m+1,··· ,n} . Here S λ , S µ denote the image of S λ , S µ under the automorphism . 
By definition, it is easy to verify that for any h ∈ H q (S m ),
This proves (3.8), as required. The proof of the last two equalities are straightforward and will be omitted.
Definition 3.9. Let A(m) denote the non-unital K-subalgebra of S q (n) generated by S q (m) ⊗ S q (m) and H(m).
The algebra A(m) can be regarded as a covering of the algebra A(m). Note that the unit element of A(m) is the unit element of S q (m) ⊗ S q (m), which is different from the unit element of S q (n). Note also that, by Lemma 3.6, although H(m) is not invertible in S q (n), H(m) is indeed an invertible element in the algebra A(m). Definition 3.10. For each partition λ ∈ Λ + (m), we define
By [11] , the right ideal of S q (m) generated by Z λ is the Weyl module ∆ λ of S q (m) with highest weight λ. In a similar way, we can define the element Z λ and the Weyl module ∆ λ of S q (m).
Lemma 3.11. Let λ, µ ∈ Λ + (m). Then we have
Proof. Since the dual Specht module S λ is also isomorphic to the right ideal of H q (S m ) generated by x 
where ∆ λ , L λ (resp., ∆ µ , L µ ) are the Weyl module, irreducible module of the q-Schur algebra S q (m) (resp., S q (m)) respectively. By definition, L λ (resp., L µ ) is the unique simple S q (m)-head (resp., S q (m)-head) of ∆ λ (resp., of ∆ µ ). Hence L λ,µ is the unique simple S 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.7.
Definition 3.13. For any λ, µ ∈ Λ + (m), we set
Let σ be the automorphism of A(m) which is defined on generators by
Clearly, σ ↓ S Lemma 3.15. Let λ, µ ∈ Λ + (m). We have that
complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic absolutely simple
Proof. We only give the proof of (4), as the other claims follow from (4), (3.14) and Frobenius reciprocity.
In fact, one can check that the following map gives the isomorphism
while the following map gives the isomorphism L
There is also a direct sum decomposition of A(m)-module:
Lemma 3.16. With the same notations as above, we have
Proof. These follow from Frobenius reciprocity. .
Proof. These follow from (3.18) and direct verification. Proof. This follows from the same arguments as in [18, Section 6] .
Corollary 3.21. For any λ, µ ∈ Λ + (m) with µ being e-restricted, we have the following equality of decomposition numbers:
.
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 3.19 and 3.20.
Therefore, computing the decomposition number S Let a be a fixed integer with 0 ≤ a ≤ n and λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) be a fixed a-bipartition of n. The purpose of this section is to give a close formula for the Laurent polynomial f λ (v), which was introduced in [19, Lemma 3.2] .
Recall that by [19 (S (a,n−a) ) acts on the dual Specht module S λ as the scalar f λ (v). These central elements z a,n−a arise in the study of certain homomorphism between some (dual) Specht modules over the Hecke algebra H v (B n ). Indeed, similar central elements do arise if we consider the more general type B n Hecke algebra H v,ṽ (B n ) which has two parameters v, v, where v is another indeterminate over Z. By some abuse of notations, we will denote the resulting Laurent polynomial by f λ (v, v). The relation with our previous introduced Laurent polynomial f λ (v) is given by
In this section, we shall give a closed formula for the Laurent polynomial f λ (v, v).
We fix some notations. Let v,ṽ be two indeterminates over Z.
The Hecke algebra H v,ṽ (B n ) of type B n over A is the associative unital A-algebra with generators T 0 , T 1 , · · · , T n−1 subject to the following relations
Let tr be the trace form on the Hecke algebras H v,ṽ (B n ) and H v (S n ) as defined in [31, 
By some abuse of notations, for each integer i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1} \ {a}, we set
Let be the group isomorphism from the Young subgroup S (a,n−a) onto the Young subgroup S (n−a,a) which is defined on generators by s i = s b i for each integer i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1} \ {a}. We use the same notation to denote the algebra isomorphism from the Hecke algebra H v (S (a,n−a) ) onto the Hecke algebra H v (S (n−a,a) ) which is defined on generators by T i = T b i for each integer i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n − 1} \ {a}. By abuse of notation, the inverse of will also be denoted by . By [9, (3.23 )], we know that there exists an element z a,n−a in the center of
For any integer a with 1 ≤ a ≤ n, we have that
Proof. Using the same argument as [9, (3.23 )], we know that there exists an element z ′ n−a,a in the center of
On the other hand, we have that
It follows that z 2 a,n−a = z a,n−aẑ ′ n−a,a . Note that (see [9] ) z a,n−a is invertible in H v,ṽ (S n )⊗ e A Q(v,ṽ). Hence we conclude that z ′ n−a,a =ẑ a,n−a , as required. This proves 1).
Applying the anti-automorphism * to both sides of (4.2), we get that
which implies that z a,n−a * = z a,n−a , as required.
For any a-bipartition λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ) of n, we define z λ = z λ (1) z λ (2) , where
Recall that λ = (λ (2) , λ (1) ), which is an (n − a)-bipartition of n. We define the Specht modules S λ and the twisted Specht module S b λ to be:
Let θ λ (resp., δ λ ) be the right
given by left multiplication with u + a h a,n−a (resp., with u − n−a h n−a,a ). It is clear that both θ λ and δ λ are well-defined right H v,ṽ (B n )-module homomorphisms.
Lemma 4.4. For any a-bipartition λ of n, there exists a Laurent polynomial
In particular, both θ λ δ λ and δ λ θ λ are scalar multiplication by f λ (v,ṽ).
Proof. The first part is an easy consequence of [7, (4.1) ], by using the same argument as in the proof of [19, (3.2) ]. The second part follows from Lemma 4.3.
Let µ be a partition of a. Let z µ := x µ T wµ y µ ′ . Then S µ := z µ H v (S a ) is the Specht module of H v (S a ) corresponding to µ. By [8, (3.5) ] and [32, (5.2) , (5.3)], the dual Specht module S µ of H v (S a ) is isomorphic to the right ideal generated by y µ ′ T w µ ′ x µ . Let θ µ (resp., δ µ ) be the right
given by left multiplication with y µ ′ T w µ ′ (resp., with x µ T wµ ). The following result is coming from [29, (5.8) ]. But we shall give a different proof here in order to illustrate the technique which will be used in the proof of the main theorem in this section. 
Proof. By [7, (4.1)], we have that
for some r µ (v) ∈ A. Therefore, for any h ∈ H v (S a ),
We claim that r µ (v) = 0. In fact, by [31, (5.9) ],
In particular, this implies that r µ (v) = 0, as required.
Applying [31, (1.6),(5.9)], we get that
. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Theorem 4.6. With the above notations, we have that
where s λ (v,ṽ), (resp., s λ (1) (v), s λ (2) (v)) is the Schur element associated to the bipartition λ (resp., the partitions λ (1) , λ (2) ). In particular, in the ring A,
Proof. For an a-bipartition λ = (λ (1) , λ (2) ), we define
. Now applying Lemma 4.5, we get that
where s λ (1) (v), s λ (2) (v) are the Schur elements associated to the partitions λ (1) , λ (2) respectively.
In other words, A(v,ṽ)u
is an idempotent of the
where s λ (v,ṽ) is the Schur element associated to the bipartition λ. On the other hand, if we set q = v, Q 1 = −1, Q 2 =ṽ, and µ = (λ (2) , λ (1) ), then the element m µ in [31] is
in our notation, and the element n µ ′ in [31] is
in our notation. Note also that the element w µ ′ in [31, (5.9) ] is just w a,n−a w λ (2) ′ w λ (1) ′ in our notation. Therefore, the element z µ T w µ ′ in the notation of [31, (5.9) ] is just .
Twining character formulae
The purpose of this final section is to derive a closed formula of the decomposition number ∆ + λ,λ : L + µ,µ (where λ, µ ∈ Λ + (m)) in terms of the elements f (λ,λ) (q), f (µ,µ) (q), and thus proving our main result Theorem 2.9. 
It is easy to see that the trace of θ on this space is 0. This proves ch θ L λ,µ = 0.
Let v λ (resp., v λ ) be the highest weight vector of ∆ λ (resp., of ∆ λ ). By definition, we know that the (ν, ν)-weight space of ∆
is a K-basis of ( ∆ λ ) ν . We now apply Corollary 3.17. For any integer 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, we have
It follows that
Tr θ, ∆ + λ,λ (ν,ν)
= f (λ,λ) (q) dim ∆ λ ν .
Hence ch θ ∆ + λ,λ = f (λ,λ) (q)π ch ∆ λ . The remaining equalities can be proved in a similar way. This completes the proof of the lemma.
For any λ, µ, ν ∈ Λ + (m) with µ = ν, we set We apply the map ch θ to the above equality and using Lemma 5.1. It follows that By the results in [5] and [15] , S q (m) is an epimorphic image of the quantum algebra U K (gl m ), hence each irreducible S q (m)-module L µ is a highest weight module over the quantum algebra U K (gl m ). It follows easily that the elements in the set π ch L µ are K-linear independent. Therefore, we can compare the coefficients of the equalities (5.2) and (5.3) and deduce that (in K)
If µ is e-restricted, we then apply Corollary 3.21 and this proves Theorem 2.9.
